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A b stra c t
A group G is met acyclic if it contains a cyclic, normal subgroup N  such that G/N  
is also cyclic. The first five chapters of this thesis are almost entirely devoted to the 
proof of Theorem 5.3 in which finite metacyclic groups are classified up to isomorphism 
in terms of presentations. Those groups which are split are then identified. A GAP 
program to determine the canonical presentation afforded by Theorem 5.3 of any finite 
metacyclic group is listed in Chapter 6. Infinite metacyclic groups, the structure 
of which is by comparison much easier understand, are classified in similar terms 
in Chapter 7.
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B ackground
1.1 Introduction
A group G is metacyclic if it contains a cyclic, normal subgroup N  such that G/N  
is also cyclic. Such a subgroup N  will be called a kernel of G, and we hope that the 
reader will accept this restricted use of the term. It is easy to see that a metacyclic 
group can be written G = SN  with S < G, N < G and both S and N  cyclic. Such 
a product is a metacyclic factorisation of G. If G has a metacyclic factorisation SN  
with S C\ N = 1, then G is split.
It was already known to Holder (see Theorem 7.21 in Zassenhaus [21]) that finite 
metacyclic groups can be presented on two generators and three defining relations as 
in Lemma 1.1.
Certain classes of metacyclic groups have been given much attention. In [21], 
Zassenhaus discussed metacyclic groups with cyclic commutator quotient, as did
1
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M. Hall in [7]. There are several classifications of metacyclic p-groups in the litera­
ture especially those of odd order (see Beyl [2], King [9], Liedahl [11], [12], Newman 
and Xu [15], Redei [16] and Lindenberg [13]).
Significant progress was made in 1994 when Hyo-Seob Sim proved in [20] that 
every finite metacyclic group decomposes canonically as a semidirect product of two 
Hall subgroups. The normal semidirect factor is chosen as the smallest normal Hall 
subgroup with nilpotent quotient; it was shown that it is always a split metacyclic 
group of odd order. The other semidirect factor is nilpotent. By breaking the problem 
into two simpler problems, Sim proceeded to classify metacycic groups of odd order. 
In Chapter 2 we recall some of his key contributions. Sim produced a detailed list 
of other classes of metacyclic groups which have been studied in his thesis (see [20]) 
and everything in his introduction is relevant to this thesis as well.
The difficulty in generalising from groups of odd order to arbitrary groups lies 
in the metacyclic 2-groups. First they needed to be classified up to isomorphism. 
In chapter 3, we present a variant of a classification taken from unpublished work 
of Newman and Xu [15] done in 1988. Although metacyclic 2-groups have been 
classified, little of their automorphism groups was known. It is with the classification 
of chapter 3 that we proceed to calculate a type of automorphism group of 2-groups in 
Chapter 4. We note that we may have used a classification which was only published 
recently by Liedahl in [12]. This has attractive features and may well be worth 
examining more closely to see whether it simplifies the argument given here. Using 
the material in Chapter 4, finite metacyclic groups can be classified in Theorem 5.3.
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1.2 N ota tion  and basic facts
It is easy to see that subgroups and homomorphic images of metacyclic groups are 
metacyclic.
Much of the terminology that we assemble here will not be needed until Chapter 5. 
Enough of it is given here for the convenience of those readers who want to skip ahead 
to the statements in that chapter to see where we are going. Let m and n be two 
positive integers and p be a prime. Let ^(n,p) denote the largest integer i such that 
pl |n , and we define ^(0, p) = 0. For any set of primes n the tt component of n, that 
is ripGTr P^ n,p^ , is denoted by nn, and the unique Hall 7r-subgroup of a finite nilpotent 
group G by G>. We use (m |n) to denote the smallest natural number t such that 
t =  m{p} mod 7T{p} for all primes p such that p | n . The set of natural numbers 
less than n and relatively prime to n form a group under multiplication modulo n, 
the group of reduced residues modulo n , denoted by J[n).  As usual, m mod n will 
denote the least nonnegative remainder on dividing m by n. The order of a  6 J(n) is 
the order of a modulo n and is denoted by ordn a  and not |a| so as to avoid confusion 
with the absolute value of a number. If m mod n = a  E J(n ), m “1 shall denote the 
inverse of a in J(n), the inverse of m modulo n. The set of primes dividing the 
order of a finite group G will be denoted by uj{G). If 0 ^  r E Q and r = m/n  with 
gcd(m,n) = 1, then we define uj(r) to be the set {p  | p is a prime divisor of m }. 
It is easy to see that
J(m)  —> J"J J(m{p}) lj ^  (io mod pHn,pl)
p £ t v ( m )  p E t z ( m )
is a homomorphism. By the constructive version of the Chinese Remainder Theorem
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(see Theorem 3.12 in Rosen [18]), the map is bijective, and its inverse may be written 
as
(1.1) Am : J J  J(m{pj ) J ( m ) ,  lp >-+ mp'(m p')m{p}tp mod m
p£zj(m) pC.'Oj{m) p£-oj(m)
where we write p^ f°r the element of the external direct product
n j
pE.Tjj{m)
whose component in the direct factor J(m^py) is lp. Let J(m ,n) denote the subgroup 
of J(n) consisting of all elements with order dividing m. Let T(n ) denote the set
{ K, £ J(n) I if ordn ks = ordn then ks mod n > k }
and let T(m,n) = T(n) H J(ra ,n ). Thus T(m,n) consists of one number for each 
cyclic subgroup of order dividing m in J(n), namely the smallest number that gen­
erates this subgroup in J(n).
For any finite group G, let 0(G) denote the set of orders of elements of G. 
Let T = {(n,G) | n £ N, n > 1 ,G < J ( n ) } and let (n,G) € T. Suppose 
ctj : 0(G) —> r , A I— (Xcj)', \(p") is a function such that for each A £ 0(G ), A | A<//. 
We may define an equivalence relation, %, on G as follows:
ai ~  a2 (ai = a^, for some ß £ |<2i |0 ").
We define T(<f>, G) to be the set of smallest representatives of the resulting equivalence 
classes in G.
Let G be a group and G < G. A subgroup N  of Nauüg (O) induces a subgroup 
of AutG/G in a natural way. This subgroup is denoted by N\,G/C.
1.2. Notation and basic facts
The main result in this thesis is Theorem 5.3, in which we classify finite metacyclic 
groups. The definitions given above cover all the terms in the statement of that 
theorem.
The first paragraph of following lemma is attributed to Holder in III §7 of Zassen- 
haus [21]. The last two statements are observations of Kovacs.
Lem m a 1.1. A group G is metacyclic with a kernel of order m  and of index k if 
and only if  it has a presentation of the form
(1.2) ( x , y  I x k = y\ ym = 1, yx = y n )
where k , l, m  and n are positive integers such that m \ ( n k — 1) and m \ l (n  — 1).
In this case, we have G' = {yn~1) > CG = (£G Pi (x))(£G fl (y)). Replacing y 
by a suitable power of itself, we may assume that l \ m .  With such an l, we have 
exp G = lcm( k m/ l , m) .
Moreover, NAutg ((v )) < CAutG(G/Q?(y)) and
( N Aut g ((v ))) I g / {v) =  C Au t(G /(y ))  { G/ C g (v )) ■
Proof. All statements but the last two are relatively straightforward. We have 
lcm( k m / l , m )  = lcm(|x|, |y |), and this common multiple divides expG. Let p be 
the smallest prime divisor of G, and t = if (lcm(/cra//, m), p ) . As (x)(y) is a meta­
cyclic factorisation of G, (x)p(y)p is a metacyclic factorisation of a Sylow p-subgoup 
P of G. Since G is supersoluble, G — PN  for some normal p'-subgroup N  (see 
5.4.8 in [17]). Then P ” = (x)rp(y)p because < (y)p , and by induction 1.
Therefore Gpt < N . Continuing the process for progressively larger primes, we find
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that Glcm(fcm//’m) <  AT^ m(A:m//,m)/p‘ < . . .  <  i and hence (exp G) \ \cm(km/l ,  m ) . Thus 
exp G =  lcm (km/1,  m ) .
Let a  £ NAutG{(y)). Then (ya )s = y for some integer s , and so
yta =  ((y«)sr  = ( ( y ^ r r  = ( ( y » s = (yn* r  = (y*)ns = ( M T  = »“ = y*.
Therefore r a r -1 £ Cg (j/) and a  £ CAut g ^ / Q ?  (y)) and it follows that
^Autg ((v )) <  O u t G ^ / Q ^ y ) )
and
(NAutG((y))HG/(y) ^  CAut(G/(y))(Gf/Q ?(y))-
Conversely, let ß  £ CAut(G/(y)) (G /C g ^ ) ) .  Then for some integer r  such that 
gcd(r, A:) =  1 and x r = x mod Cg ( y ) ,
(y(y))0 = (y(y))r
for all g £ G.  Set u =  r +  k m w(ry . Then clearly (:ru)Ä =  (yu)* and (yu)m =  1. Also, 
[G : Cg (2/)] I ^m CT(r)/, and so yx“ =  yx" -  yx =  yn , whence
(yuru = (y*u)u = ynu = (yu)n-
By von Dyck’s Theorem (see 2.2.1 in Robinson [17]), there is an endomorphism of G 
such that x i—^ x u , y t—> y u . Since
gcd(r, A;mw(r)/) =  1,
we have gcd(|G |,u) =  1, and so x u and yu generate G and so this is an automor­
phism. Moreover, since [G : (y)] | k m w(ry , this automorphism induces ß . This shows 
th a t (NAutG((y)))lG/<y> >  Q u t (G/(y)){G/CG(y)),  and the last result follows. □
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A finite metacyclic group may have kernels of different orders; even with k and 
m fixed, different choices of / and n may still lead to isomorphic groups. The main 
problem addressed in this thesis is to chose one parameter string k, /, m, n for each 
isomorphism class of metacyclic groups.
C h a p te r  2
S ta n d a rd  H a ll-d eco m p o sitio n s  a n d  
p -g ro u p s  o f o d d  o rd e r
In this chapter we recall some of the important work of Sim [20] on finite metacyclic 
groups and some basic facts on metacyclic p-groups for odd p. This will form the 
basis for the proof of Theorem 5.3. The following result is Lemma 5.3 in [20]:
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a finite group with a metacyclic factorisation G = S K . To 
each set n of primes, the subgroup H = S„KT is the unique Hall n -subgroup of G 
such that Sn = S f] H and Kn =  K  D H , so H = (S fl H) ( K fl H ) . □
Definition 2.1. Let G be a finite metacyclic group and let
7T = {p  £ zu(G) I G has a normal Hall p'-subgroup }.
For a given metacyclic factorisation G = S K  let
H = Sn KT and N = Sn> .
8
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Figure 2.1: A sublattice in the subgroup lattice of a finite metacyclic group, with 7r = k(H)
Then G = H N  is a semidirect decomposition called the standard Hall-decomposition 
for the metacyclic factorisation G = S K .
As we aready noted in the proof of Lemma 1.1, the smallest prime divisor of |G| 
always lies in 7r(//) . Hence \N\ must be odd. As shown in Lemma 5.5 of [20], the 
subgroup H in a standard Hall-decomposition G = H N  is nilpotent. The following 
deep result is Theorem 5.7 in [20] and is also fundamental for our Theorem 5.3:
T heorem  2.2. Let G be a finite metacyclic group with a metacyclic factorisa­
tion G = SK  and H N  the corresponding standard Hall-decomposition. Then 
N = (S fl N) ( K fl N) is a split metacyclic factorisation with S  fl N  < Cn (H).  
The subgroup K  fl N and the conjugacy class of S C\ N  are independent of the choice 
of the factorisation G = S K . O
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The independence of the conjugacy class of S D N  seems to depend on the con- 
jugacy of Sylow systems in soluble groups (see for example 9.2.3 in [17]). For com­
pleteness, we detail the relevant argument here, writing n =  gj(H) for the moment.
Proof. Let SK  and S*K* be two metacyclic factorisations of G with standard 
Hall-decompositions H N  and H *N *, respectively. For any subset tu of 7r', let 
Nw =  SWK W and = S ^K ^. Let q = { p G ir' | p < q } and q = {p  £ n' \ p > q } . 
For any 5 G F , we have HNqNq < G, since Nq is normal in G and HNq < G. 
Clearly it is a Hall ^'-subgroup. For any p E 7r', we have HNp =  p]p < ? € HNqNq. A 
similar argument shows that H*N~ =  p p<(?G7r, 77*N?N?. By 9.2.3 in [17], there is a 
g £ G such that H*N?N? = (HNqNq)9, for all q £ n '. Then
5 * n iV  =  n pe^CNp(7 7 *^ ) by Lemma 5.6 (ii) of [20]
=  n pe^ c Wp( n p< ,€. , ( f f i v ^ , - ) ä)
= r u - c ^ n  T^ H N t N ,y  
= n P6.-c n,(h n ty
=  n p, a c n p ( h n p) y
= ( U p€M H N p)Y
=  (S fl N )9 by Lemma 5.6 of [20]. □
This theorem breaks up the problem into three components: investigating 77, N
and the ways in which they can form a metacyclic semidirect product.
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D efin ition  2 .2. Let C be a subgroup of a finite metacyclic p-group P. A metacyclic 
factorisation S N  of P is C-standard if \S\ = exp P and /V is a smallest kernel of P 
contained in C .
It was proved in [20] (see the sentence preceding Lemma 3.4) that if p is odd and 
subgroup C of a metacyclic p-group P contains a kernel, then P has a C -standard 
factorization. We shall use the following generalisation of this:
L em m a 2 .3. I f  G is a nilpotent metacyclic group of odd order and C is a subgroup 
containing at least one kernel, then G has a C -standard factorisation.
Proof. This easily follows from Corollary 3.2 of [20]. □
The following result is Lemma 3.4 in [20]:
L em m a 2 .4. Let P be a finite p-group for an odd prime p, and P = S N  a meta­
cyclic factorisation. Define a , ß , 7 and 5 by pa = [5 : S  fl N ] , pß = [N : S  0  N ], 
p~* = \N\ and ps = [N : P'\. Then 7 > / 3 ;  ß + 5 > 7  > 5; 5 = 0; implies ß  = 0; P 
is presented by
( x, y I = ypß, yp'1 = 1, yx = y l+p> )■
Suppose that C < P , [P : C] = p* and S N  is a C -standard factorisation of P . 
Then a  > ß , and ß  < 6 implies a -  k < ß . Q
C h a p te r  3
M etacy c lic  2-groups
This chapter is concerned with classification of finite metacyclic 2-groups. There are 
several such classifications in the literature (see for example Beyl [2], King [9], Lin­
denberg [13], Redei [16] and the recent Liedahl [11], [12]). We find most convenient 
an unpublished classification by Newman and Xu which they foreshadowed in [15]. 
Professor Newman has kindly made available the relevant pages of a book draft writ­
ten by Professor Xu. I only claim to have filled some of the gaps in the exposition, 
as most of the work in this chapter is taken from that source. Their result has been 
modified slightly to Theorem 3.6, which is more applicable to Theorem 5.3. A group 
with a presentation given by item (n) in a statement like that of Theorem 3.6 below 
will loosely be referred to as a “group of type (n)” or simply a “type (n) group” where 
n = i, ii, . . .  , viii.
Lem m a 3.1. If m and n are positive integers, then
( a, 6 I a2m = 62”+l = 1, 6« = b '1 ) ?  ( a, 6 | a2" = f>2"+' = 1,6« = 6~1+2" ).
12
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Proof. Let Pv be the first group and P2 the second. At m  = 1, if n =  1, then 
Pi is nonabelian and P2 is abelian, while if n > 1, then Pl is dihedral and P2 is 
semidihedral. Thus we may assume that m > 2 and then argue as follows. By 
Lemma 1.1, |Pt | =  2m+n+1 for i = 1 and 2. Consider the sets V (P t) defined by
V W  = W\ gZPi } .
In P i , for any integers i and j , we have
(a 'b )2 =
a2t62j if 2 1 z,
a2* otherwise,
and so |K (P i)| =  2m+n-2 +  2m_2. In P2, we have
a2ib2j if 2 1 z,
{aW)  = < a2t if 2 \ i and 2 | j ,  
a2xb2n otherwise,
and so \V{P2)\ =  2m+n_2 +  2m_2 +  2m_2 > \V (P i) |. This shows tha t Pl ¥  P2- □
The following result is due to Kummer (see pp 507-508 in [10] or Exercise 5.36 in [6]):
L em m a 3.2. I f  m and n are natural numbers, then the exponent in the highest power 
of p to divide {m^ n) is the number of carries that occur when m  is added to n in 
base-p arithmetic.
L em m a 3.3. I f  a, b and c are natural numbers, a >  1 and p is a prime, then
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( ± i  + Paf c
= ( i l ) ”1'0 +  ( ± l ) pbc-'-pa+bc + (±1 y bcS(p,2) (1 -  <5(6,0 ))p2“+i>-1c mod p2“+t 
where S is the Kronecker delta function.
Proof. It suffices to show that if d >  3 then (pbff)pad is divisible by p2a+b; for 
(P2c)p2a = p2a+bc(pbc —1)/2 which is congruent to S(p, 2) (1 — 6(6, 0)) p2a+b~lc modulo 
p2a+b. In turn, this will follow once we show that (pd°) is divisible by pb+2~d whenever 
tha t makes sense, tha t is, whenever 6 +  2 — d > 0 (and d > 3 ).  Let e be the largest 
integer such tha.t pe < d. If 6 +  2 — d >  0, then e < 6, and so by R um m er’s Theorem 
(pa!c) is divisible by pb~e , and that is good enough because 6 +  2 — d < b — e. □
C o ro lla ry  3.4. I f  m  >  n >  l , p is a prime, n +  p > 4 and r > l ,  then each of the 
statements
(1 + p n)pr =  1 mod pm
and
is equivalent to
( - l  +  2n)2r =  1 mod 2m
r > m — n.
C o ro lla ry  3.5. I f  P is the group presented by
( x , y  \ x pk = yp\ ypm = 1, yx = y l+pn )
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where m  — n < l < m , 1 < n < m  and m — n < k , then f P  = (x?rn n, ypTn n) . If  P 
is the group presented by
( x , y \ x 2k= y2\ y 2Tn =  1, yx =  y~ l+2n )
where m  — 1 < / < m,  2 < n < m  and m — n <  k, then ( P  = (x 2, y 2m~l ) when 
m  — n and (x2m n, y2m ^  otherwise.
Proof. This follows easily from Lemma 1.1 and Corollary 3.4. □
T h e o r e m  3.6. Every metacyclic 2-group has one of the following eight types of pre­
sentation, in which the parameters r , s , t, u, v and w are natural numbers:
(i) ( a I a2r =  1 ) with r > 0,
(ii) ( a, b I a2T =  b2 = 1, ba = b ) with r > l ,
(iii) ( a, b | a2 =  b2r = 1, ba = b~l ) with r >  2,
(iv) ( a ,6 I a2 = b2' , 62"+‘ =  1, 6Q =  6-1  ^ with r > l ,
(v) ( a, b I a2 — b2r+l = 1, ba = bl+2r ) with r > 2 ,
(vi) ( a, b I a 2 =  62r+1 = 1 , 6 °  =  6-1+2r) with r > 2 ,
(vii) (a ,  6 I ar  = b2\  b2*+‘ =  1, ba = 61+2U ) with r > s > u >  2 and u > t ,
(viii) ( a , 6 I a2r+3+t =  62r+3+u+", b2^ ^  =  1, =  6"1+2r+u ) where r >  2,
v < r , w < 1, su — tu ~  tv = 0, and if  v > r — l , then w =  0.
Groups of different types or of the same type but with different parameters are not 
isomorphic.
Groups of type (i), (ii), (iii), (v) and (vi) are split; a type (iv) group is not split; 
a iype (vii) group is split i f  and only if either r = s or s =  u or t = 0; a type (viii) 
group is split if and only if  w = 0.
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Proof. Let P be a metacyclic 2-group. Then of course P is finite. Suppose first that 
P has a cyclic maximal subgroup. By 5.3.4 in [17], P is isomorphic to one of the first 
six types listed.
Suppose next that P has no cyclic maximal subgroup. By Lemma 1.1, this P 
has a presentation of the form (1.2) with / 1 m, so that k, l and m are now powers 
of 2. A further change in the generators of (x) and (y) can achieve that n is of the 
form ±1 + 2A, for some A. Using also the assumption that P has no cyclic maximal 
subgroup, we conclude that P has a presentation of the form
(3.1) ( x , y  I x2k = y2\ y2™ = 1, yx = y£+2n )
where £ = ±1, m > n > 2, k > 2, m > l > 2, 2m | (e + 2n -  1)2*, 2m |(£ + 2n)2* 1
and |P| = 2k+m . Note that the first divisibility condition amounts to
I m — n if e = 1,
/  >  <
m — 1 if e = — 1
and by Lemma 3.3 the second amounts to k + n > m.
Suppose first that e =  1. Then by Theorem 6.3 of [8], for example, we may show 
that
(*V) 2
m — n
(3.2)
y j l " 1 - ”  y i j l " 1 - 1
x i2— yJ 2m - B
<
if ij is even,
x t2rn~nyj2m~ny2m~l = xi2— yi2«-n(l+2»-t) if XJ is odd>
This will be very useful in calculations that follow, only the first of which is detailed. 
We distinguish the four cases: k > / > n, l > k > n, l > k < n and k > l < n.
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In the first case, P is clearly of type (vii). In the second case, we see that the two
elements, a — xy 1-2'-* and
b =
yl+r' 1 if k = m — n, 
y if k > m — n
generate G. If /c > m — n, then 
a 2“ =  ( x y l - 2‘- k f
i _ o * —k \ 2* — (m —n ) 2 m ~ n
=  )
2fc-(m-n)  f 1_ 2 t- fc')2*“ (m - n) + d 2 n \ 2 T
=  ( x  y  )
_  x 2 * ^ ( l - 2 i-* ) 2*
= x2‘y2‘- 2'
2 *
for some integer d, since G' = (j/2 )
by (3.2)
=  y
= b2k.
If k = m — n, a direct application of (3.2) yields the same conclusion. In both 
subcases, we also have b2™ = 1 and ba = &1+2" . Therefore P is a homomorphic 
image of the group defined by the presentation ( a, b | a2 = b2 , b2 = 1, ba = bl+2 ). 
Since the group so defined has order at most 2k+m, it must be isomorphic to P, and 
so P is of type (vii). If l > k < n, then in a similar way we may show that with 
a = y"1 and b = x~ly{2l~k~2n~k)(1“2n)) we have
P ^ ( a , b \ a 2" = b 2k,b2m+k- n= l ,b *  = bl+2k),
also a type (vii) group. If k > l < n, then P is nilpotent of class at most two, and so 
the identity (uv)m = umvm[v,u}(^ holds (see 5.3.5 in [17]). With a = x 2 y 1 and
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6 = x we see that
P = ( d,b 2l 2k - l + m - t <1 = 0 62‘~'+m= l ,  b* = b_  i l + 2 k ~ l+n
where
1 if k + n = m,
t =
0 if k -f n > m.
This takes us back to one of the three cases we have just considered. We have shown 
that when £ = 1, P is of type (vii).
Let us now turn to e = — 1, in which case l = m or m — 1. First suppose that 
l = m.  Then (3.1) can readily be converted to a type (viii) presentation with a = x 
and b = y: all one has to do is to show that the simultaneous equations
r + s + t = k,
r  +  s +  n +  u =  r  +  5 +  n +  u +  u» =  m, 
r  +  u = n,
have a solution that satisfies the conditions (viii) imposes on the parameters. Of 
course, in all solutions, w = 0. Then
( r , s ,* ,u ,u)
(n, min(/c, m) — n, k — min(k, m), 0, m — min(A;, m)) if n < k,
<
(k, 0, 0, n — k, m — n) otherwise
is such a solution. The discussion for / = m is, therefore complete.
Hence we may suppose that l = m — 1. We have m — / + 1 > 3 .  First suppose 
that n < m.  We may also assume that k + n > m,  for otherwise with X\ = x y ,
(xi,y 2m i xi=  y = i, y = y • l + 2 n >-
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a case considered in the previous paragraph. When k + n > m  > l > 2, (3.1) can 
readily be converted to a type (viii) presentation with a — x and b =  y: all one has 
to do is to show that the simultaneous equations
r +  s +  t =  k,
r  +  s +  u +  u =  r + s + u + v + w — l = m  — 1, 
r +  u — n,
have a solution that satisfies the conditions (viii) imposes on the parameters. This is 
handled in a similar way to that used in the previous paragraph, as the reader can 
verify.
Next suppose tha t m  = n.  Then yx =  y ~l , and so x 2 is central, whence it is easy 
to see that, with y\ =  x 2* 1 j/,
P = ( x , y i 2k 2m—1X = V i 2TVi
x  _  ,  - 1 + 2 T1 
= 1, 2/1 =  Vi >.
a case handled in the previous paragraph. This proves tha t every metacyclic 2-group 
has a presentation listed in the statem ent.
It is clear that no group having one of the first six types is also of another of the 
first six types and tha t the parameters in these groups are invariants. Since such 
groups have cyclic maximal subgroups, \ P \/exp  G <  2.
Suppose tha t P  is a type (vii) group. Lemma 1.1 shows that |P | =  2r+s+£, 
exp P =  2r+£ and P'  =  (62U) . Clearly P /P ' =  CV x C2«. For such a group, it follows 
th a t r - f s  +  p  r  +  t,  r and u are invariants and therefore so are s and t. Since 
|P |/e x p  P  =  2s > 2 in such a P , no type (vii) group is of any of the first six types.
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Note also that C\ x C4 is a homomorphic image of P . 
Suppose now that P is of type (viii). By Corollary 3.5,
< P =  {
(a2, 62r+' +“+,+"“‘) if s +  u +  tu = 0,
/  o s  +  u +  tu  ,  n r + 3  + u + v  + w  — 1 . .
{a , b ) otherwise,
which is cyclic of order greater than 2 if w =  1 , cyclic of order 2 if w = 0 and 
v = r , and noncyclic otherwise. This proves that w is an invariant for P . Further, 
P' =  (62), and so P /P ' = CS x CV+»+t. In particular, it follows tha t C\ x C4 is not 
a homomorphic image of P , and so no type (vii) group is of type (viii). We have 
|P | /  exp P  =  22r+2s+t+u+v+w/  ma.x{2r+s+t+w, 2r+3+u+v+w } >  2r > 2, and so no type
(viii) group is of any of the first six types.
Suppose that w = 0 for a type (viii) group P . Then, since exp P /P ' =  2r+s+t, 
the following three statem ents are true:
(a) exp P  =  exp P /P ' =  |P | 1//2 if and only if t — u = v = 0;
(b) exp P  =  exp P /P ' >  |P |C 2 if and only if t > 0 and u = v = 0;
(c) exp P  > exp P /P ' if and only if t = 0 and u +  v > 0.
In case (a), we have P  =  (a ,  6 | a2r+3 = b2r+* = 1, ba = b~l+2r } where r > 2  and
s > 0. In this case,
C P  =  <
C*2 X  C 2 f  — 1 
C*2 X C2r
if s = 0, 
otherwise,
and P /P ' Ö Cix CV+,, and so |P / P ' | / | ( P |  =  2max( 1' s>. If |P /P '|/ |C P | >  2, we 
may conclude that the param eters are invariants. When |P /P ' | / |£ P | =  2 , it remains
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to distinguish the two groups obtained by setting (r, s) to (q, 1) or (q -f 1,0), for any 
q with q >  2, but, by Lemma 3.1,
( a, bI a2"+' = 62’+‘ =  1, 6“ =  6 '1 ) ( a, b | a 2,+I =  62,+l =  1 ,6 “ =  b~1+2q).
In case (b), we have P  =  ( a , 6 | a 2r+' +£ =  62r+~ =  1, ba =  6_1+2r ) where r  > 2, 
s >  0 and £ >  1. In this case,
C P = <
C 2 X C >2T' + t —i 
C 2  X  C*2r+t
if s =  0, 
otherwise,
and P/P'  = C2 x C*2r+i+t . Firstly, (e x p P )2/ |P |  =  2*, and so t is an invariant of P . 
Secondly, \P/P'\/\(P\ = 2maxI 1,sI. If |P / P ' | / | f P |  > 2, we may conclude that the 
param eters are invariants. When \P/P'\/\£P\ = 2, it remains to distinguish the two 
groups obtained by setting (r, 5) to (qr, 1) or (q + 1 ,0), for any q with q >  2 , but, by 
Lemma 3.1,
( a , 6 I a2<7+t+1 =  62,+1 =  1, ba = b~l ) ?  ( a ,b | a2?+t+1 =  62?+1 =  1, ba = b~l+2q).
In case (c), we have P  =  (a ,  b | a 2r+" =  62r+3+u+" — 1? = 5-1+2'+“ ) where
r >  2, v < r , su = 0 and tx +  v > 0. In this case,
C2 x C2r-i if 5 =  u =  0,
( P  =  <
C2 x C2r-v otherwise,
and P /P ' S  c2 x CV+.. We also have |P /P '|/ |C P | =  2max( 1' s+">. Since, in this case, 
exp P  =  2r+s+u+v , it follows that r  +  s , u 4- n and max{ 1, s +  v } are invariants of P .
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If 5 +  v > 1, then 5 +  v is an invariant, and so us =  0 yields that each of r , s , u and 
v are invariants of P . Suppose that s -f v < 1. Then 5 =  0 and either u > v = 0 or 
v — 1. It remains to distinguish the groups obtained by setting (u,v)  to (q +  1,0) 
and (<?, 1) for any q >  2, but, by Lemma 3.1,
( a, 6 I a2'  =  6r+,+I =  1, 6“ =  6 '1 ) £  ( a, 6 \ a2'  = 62r+,+‘ = 1 ,6 “ =  6 -1+2r+’ ).
If w =  1, then p /(b r+s+u+vSj is Qf type (viii) with w = 0 and the arguments used in 
the previous paragraph can be used to show that the other parameters are invariant. 
Thus groups of different types or of the same type but with different parameters are 
not isomorphic.
It is easy to see that type (i), (ii), (iii), (v) and (vi) groups are split and that a 
type (iv) group is not split.
Let P be a type (vii) group. If r  =  5 , then
P ^ ( a , b \ a r  = b2' ,62r+I =  1 ,6 “ =  6‘+2" )
with r > u > 2 and u > t. If u > t,  then (ab~l )(b) is a split factorisation. If 
u = t,  then it follows that 62r+t =  1 =  (ab2" 1-1)2r and that (ab2U '~l )(b) is a split 
factorisation. If s =  u , then
P ^ ( a , 6 | a 2r =  62\ 6 2i+t =  l, ba = bw ’ )
with r >  5 >  2 and s >  t.  If r > s or s > t then (apr 3b~l )(a) is a split factorisation, 
while if r = s = t , then a22r =  (a2T 1+16-1)2 =  1 and (a2 +16_1)(a) is a split 
factorisation. If t = 0, then P  is clearly split. Conversely suppose that r ^  s, s ^  u
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and that P = (x)(y) is a split metacyclic factorisation. Since exp P = max{ |x |, \y\ }, 
we have (|a?|, |y|) = (2s,2r+<) or (2r+i,2s). Since |P '| = 2s+t~u and P' < (y), we have 
that P/P'  hag invariants (2r+u-s, 25) or (2u~t,2r+t) . Since we know that P/P'  has 
invariants 2r and 2U, only the second pair is possible and so t = 0. The statement 
about type (vii) groups being split has now been proved.
A type (viii) group with w = 0 is clearly split. Conversely, a split type (viii) 
group would have a presentation given by (3.1) with l — m.  In that presentation, we 
could not have e = 1, for then, as we have argued above, P would be of type (vii) 
and therefore not of type (viii). We have also seen that e = — 1 and / = m would 
lead to a type (viii) presentation with w — 0. Thus the statements about P being 
split are true. □
Lem m a 3.7. Let P = <( a, b J a2 = b2 4 = 1, ba = 61+2 ) with r > 2. Then
P = { x, y I xr  = y2, y4 = 1, yr = y~l ).
Proof. This follows easily using the substitutions x — b and y = ab2 1. □
T heorem  3.8. Every nonabelian metacyclic p-group has a presentation which is ei­
ther of the form
( x, y I xpk = yv\ ypTn = 1, yx = y1+p" )
where m > n > l , m > l > m — n , k > l > n and n + p > A, or of the form
\ x , y  \ x = y  , y = 1, y = y + )
where m > n > 2, k + n > m  and m > l > m — 1.
Proof. This follows easily from Lemma 2.4, Theorem 3.6 and Lemma 3.7. □
C h a p te r  4
E x p ress io n s  for in d u ced  
a u to m o rp h ism  g ro u p s  o f q u o tie n ts  
o f p -g ro u p s
In Theorem 3.6, we presented a classification of metacyclic 2-groups. In this chapter, 
we derive much further information about metacyclic p-groups which will be critical 
for Theorem 5.3. In particular, we need to calculate NAutp{P)\-p/c as defined in the 
introduction where C is a subgroup of such a group P and C contains a kernel.
Definition 4.1. For a metacyclic group G, we set
C(G) = { C I C < G, C contains a kernel of G }.
Note that Aut G acts on the set of all subgroups of G in a natural way, as it does on
24
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C((7). We define an equivalence relation, on these sets by
A ~  B <=y A and B lie in the same orbit under Aut G.
If A «  B , then we shall simply say that A and B are equivalent.
It seems sensible to first find the kernels of P and we shall see that this can be 
done by first finding all kernels of P /P ', and then inspecting their complete inverse 
images in P. We then list some explicit automorphisms a of P, enough to see in 
Corollary 4.8, that apart from one family of exceptions, any two kernels of equal order 
must he equivalent. We find that the exceptions are the 2-groups of the form
{x , y  \ x  = y  , y =  1, y = y )
with k > 2, l > 2, where (y) and (x2* 1 y) are inequivalent kernels of the same order 
21+1. It is then easy to list all the elements of C(G) and partition it into (AutP)- 
orbits. One feature of our conclusions is that NAut p (C )|p /c  Is either Aut {P/C) 
itself or it consists of all automorphisms of the form gC >—> (gC)r with r = 1 
modulo some fixed power of p. (That is, r = —1 mod 4 is only allowed when 
N^utp{C)lP/c = Aut(P/C)). The first step towards this conclusion, and in the cal­
culation of the relevant power of p, has already been taken in Lemma 1.1: an element 
of Aut(P/Ar) lies in Naut p {N)Ip/n ^  an<^  on y^ if it induces the trivial automorphism 
on the centraliser quotient P/Cp(N) .  As all subgroups of the cyclic group P/N  are 
characteristic, if C > N  then Np(N) < Np(C): so there is a subgroup NAut p {^ )ip /C 
in NAut p(C)lp/C, and we can readily obtain this subgroup. The second step is to 
select those a (from the list we used in sorting the kernels N  into orbits, and in
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which we should include the identity) for which Not < C . These all lie in Np(C); 
if ß  G NAutp(C), then Na  — Nß  for one of these a; thus the ot\,PjC obtained from 
the selected a represent all the cosets of NAut p ^ H p/c modulo N \utp (N ) lP/C. We 
shall have to take care, though: the same coset may be represented several times. 
For example, an a which does not normalise N  may still normalise Cp(N)  and act 
trivially on P/Cp(N) .
Analogues of these results for metacyclic p-groups with odd p were, of course, 
needed and proved by Sim in his Corollary 4.7, though the analogues of the statements 
italicised above were not made explicit there. The arguments we present cover the 
odd case as well, so we need not rely on Sim for these details. Continuing the above 
discussion in that generality and using the presentation of P given in Theorem 3.8, 
we see from the orbits of the kernels N  that N  can almost always be chosen (within 
its orbit) so that P = ( x ) N , and then, as is easily seen from Corollary 3.5, we always 
have Cp(iV) = (xpTn n)N.  In the exceptional case we can take N = (x), and then 
Cp(Ar) = (ypTn n)N  j  so in all cases P /(CP{N) is cyclic of order pm~n . This proves 
that, as long as P is nonabelian, f^ Autg(N)1P/C always consists of the gC (gC)r 
with r = 1 mod pm~n . It is only in the listing of the relevant a that case distinctions 
become really relevant; the precise conclusions are stated in Theorems 4.5 and 4.7.
Lem m a 4.1. Let P be a metacyclic p-group. If N  is a kernel of P , then N  > P' 
and N / P' is a kernel of P / P ' . Let M/P'  be a kernel of P/ P' and write M = (g)P' 
for some g £ P . The subgroup M is a kernel of P if and only if (g) > P ', in which 
case M  = (g). □
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T h e o re m  4.2. Let P = X  x Y  with X  = (x) =  Cp™, Y  = (y ) =  Cpn, p a prime 
and m  > n >  1. Then £/ie kernels of P are the following:
(i) (x ?m ncy) with 0 < c < pn ,
(ii) (xpdcy) with 1 < d < m  — n , 1 < c < pn and p \ c,
(iii) (x y c) where 0 < c < pn and p\cpm~n .
Subgroups of different types, or of the same type but with different parameters, are 
distinct.
Proof. Let X  > X \  >  X 2 and Y  > Yx > Y 2, and suppose tha t 0 : X i / X 2 -4 Yi / Y 2 
is an isomorphism. By G oursat’s Theorem (see pp 42-48 in [5] or Theorem 1.6.1 
in [19]),
{ x i y i  I ( x i X 2)0 = y\Y2, x x £ X u y x £ Yx }
is a subgroup N of P such tha t X  H N  =  X 2, YC\ N  = Y2 and X xN  = X xYx =  N Y x. 
Therefore P / N  is cyclic if and only if X x =  X  or Yx =  Y ,  and N  is cyclic if and only 
if X 2 = 1 or Y2 = 1. Using also that m > n , we see tha t N  is a kernel if and only if 
( X 2, Y x) = (1 , y ) ,  or (Yu Y2) = {Y, 1) and X l ±  X  and X 2 ^  1, or ( X U Y2) = {X, l )  
and X 2 7^  1. The first, second and third cases correspond to N  being a kernel of the 
first, second and third types, respectively, in the statem ent of the theorem.
The second statem ent follows from the fact that, also by G oursat’s Theorem, the 
map we have used from the set of all such 5-tuples (X i, X 2, Yf, Y2, 9) to the set of all 
subgroups of P  is a bijection. D
L e m m a  4.3. Let (x , y)  be a metacyclic p-group P .  I f  g ,h  £ P ' , then x xg, 
y yh defines an automorphism of P .
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Proof. The claim is equivalent to \C \ut p(P/P')\  =  \P'\2. For the same reason it 
is also equivalent to the statem ent with (x,y)  any other generating pair for P , for 
example, with x and y as in a presentation of Theorem 3.8, tha t is, either
( x , y \ x ’’k = y”\ y ’>m= l , y x = y l+”n )
where m — n < / < m , 1 < n < m and m — n < k , or
/ I 2k 2l 2m i x —l+2n \{ x , y  \ x = y , y  =  1, y = y  ^ )
where m  — 1 < / <  m , 2 < n < m  and m  — n <  A;. Suppose P  has a presentation 
of the first type. Then g =  ‘ for some i , and h = yJpTl for some j .  Therefore
yx3 — yx — y 1+pn. Moreover,
( x g f  = ( x y ^ f
— x Pk ^ ipT'(xp/' - l+---+x+l)
_  yPl+ipn{Xpk~l-\----- l-X+1)
_  ^pl+t>n((l+pn)Pfc- 1+... + (l+p")+l)
_  ^ P i + J ( ( l + P n ) pf c- l )
=  ypl by Lemma 3.3, since k +  n >  m.
It follows that x \ x g ,  y i-> y defines an endomorphism of P.  Since xg and y 
generate P , this is an automorphism of P . Now (yh)x = y(l+jpn)x — (y/*)1+Pn. 
Moreover, x pk = ypl =  ypl+:>pn+l since n + l > m ,  and so x pk =  (yh)p . Also, 
(;yh)prn = 1. As before, it follows tha t x \ x ,  y yh defines an automorphism
of P . The composition of these two automorphisms is the required automorphism.
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The argument is similar if P has a presentation of the second type. □
The following result is a strengthening of Lemma 4.1 (ii) of [20] and follows easily by 
an obvious adaptation of its proof.
L em m a 4.4. Let S N  be a metacyclic factorisation of a p-group P and let
N  < C  < P.
Then
NAutP(C) = CAutP(P/N)[NAutF(S) n NAutP(C)].
T heorem  4.5. Let P =  ( x , y  \ x pk = yp\ ypm =  1, yx =  y1+p" ) with p a prime, 
m  > n > l ,  m  > l > m  -  n , k > l > n and n + p > 4; let (b) be a kernel 
of P . Then P has an element a such that a and b satisfy the defining relations in 
a presentation of P given by
( a , b \ a pr = &”*, If'*' = 1 , 6 “ =  )
where r , s , t and u are natural numbers with r > s > 2, u > t . Let (b) < C < r , 
and let
v = min { max{ s — logp[C : (6)], s — u, 0 }, s +  t — u, logp[P : C] } .
Then
f^Aut p { C ) \ , p / c  —
Aut ( P/ C)
<
i f  v -  0,
{ (gC I—y (gC)1+ipV) I 2 € Z } otherwise.
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( x , y  I x i6 = y8, y l6= 1, yx = y 5 ) ( x , y  | x l6= y4, y8= 1, yx = y 5 )
Figure 4.1: Subgroup lattices showing kernels in circles.
Proof. We first determ ine the kernels of P, and for each kernel find an a with the 
given property. Note tha t P' = (ypn) and so P/P' = (xP1) x (yP') = Cpk x Cpn. By 
Theorem 4.2, the kernels of P/P' are
(i) (xcpk~ny)P ' / P'  with 0 < c < pn ,
(ii) (xcpdy)P' /  P' with 1 <  d < k — n , l < c < p n , and p \ c,
(iii) (xyc)P ' / P' with 0 < c < pn and p\cpk~n .
By Lemma 4.1, (xcpk ny)P'  is a kernel if and only if
(: y p") < ((x ^ y Y " ^
Modulo (ypn+1), the element z = yp" is a central element of order p, and so 
(yc)x‘ =  y cz cl mod (yp"+1). Thus
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( x cpk n y ) p n / c (p} =  x cpk/ct r i y xCP iP /C(P} 1)+" '+1
=  y C1Pl l H P) y Z cpk~ n {p n l c { p } - 1) . . . y
— y CPi / c { p } + p rl/ c { p } 2,Cpfc- T,(p n / c {p } - l  +  - - + l )
= y‘=p'/Hp}+Pn/HP) mod (yp"*').
From this we see tha t subgroups of the form (xcp* "y) listed are kernels if and only 
if p \  (1 +  cp'_n). Let,
(4.1)
x H-c2i- n ( l + 2 n- 1+ 2 fc- ‘+ n- 1)
Ü =
x 1+cpl~n
if p = 2 and l +  n = m, 
otherwise,
and b =  x cpk ny. Suppose tha t p = 2 and / +  n = m .  Now c2l n is even, so the 
elements x i+c2‘-"(n-2"“1+2':”‘+""1) and x c2t~”y generate P.  By Lemma 3.3, we have
(1 +  2")‘:2‘' n<2" - 1> +  • ■ • +  (1 +  2’*)c2'""  +  1
=  (1 +  c2k(2n -  1) +  c2fc+n_1(2” -  1)) +  • • • +  (1 +  c2* +  c2t+n-1) +  1) 
=  (1 +  • • • +  1) +  c2t (2n -  1 +  • • • +  1) +  c2t+" - ‘ (2" -  1 +  • • • +  1)
=  2" +  c2fc+'*-1 mod 2k+n.
Therefore
( ^ 2 - ^ j 2" _  x c2k y 2n +c2k +n - 1 _  yC2l+ 2 n +c2k+n~ l ^
and so
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(xc2k~ny f l = [x * k- ny f n* - n
_  y ( c 2 l+ 2 n +c2k+n~ l )2l~ n 
_  y C 2 2 l - n + 2 l + c 2 k + l ~ l
_  / ^ l + c 2 I—n ( l + 2 n—1 + 2 fc—(+n_ 1 ) \ 2 k
and similarly (x c2k "y)2™ =  1. We have
( 1  +  2 n ) 1 + c 2 i - n ( 1 + 2 n - 1 + 2 f c - i+ n - 1 )
_  (i _|_ 2n)(l  +  2n)c2'-n(1+2n_1+2fc_i+n-1)
=  (1 +  2") (1 +  c2'(l + 2 " -1 +  2k~l+n~1) +  c2,+n_1) 
=  1 +  c2 '(l +  2n~1 +  2k- ' +n~1) + +  2"
=  1 +  c2‘ + 2" +  c2t+n_1 mod 2,+n.
by Lemma 3.3
Therefore the conjugate of x c2k ny by x 1+c2* n(1+2n 1+2* i+n 1
a. c 2 * - " ^ l + c 2 i + 2 n + c2 fc+ " - 1 _  /^,c2fc—n ^ l + 2 n
It follows that
(4.2) PS ( a, 6 I a”" =  6"', ^  =  1, 6“ = 61+p" )
and this presentation is clearly of the required form. The argument is similar when 
p ^  2 or / +  n > m .
Similarly, we may argue that (x cpdy )P 1 is a kernel if and only if
< / ■ )  <  { ( x ^ y f - d).
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Now with z — y?n as before,
( xcpdy)pk~d = x ‘Pt y ^ pd,pi~d- l,+-+l 
= ycr‘y zcpd{p"~d- l) .. . y
— yCpl+pk~d z Cpd{pk~d-l-\---f-1)
=  ycpl mod (ypn+1).
It follows that the (x cpdy ) P ' listed are kernels if and only if l = n.  Then it is easy to 
see that, with a = x c+pk n d and b = x cpdy , P has a presentation given by
( a, b I apn+d -  6P", = i, = b1+pk' d ).
With r — n + d, s = n, t =  k + m  — 2n — d and u = k — d, we see that this 
presentation is also of the required kind.
Similarly, subgroups of the form (x y c) P ' are kernels if and only if (ypn) < (xyc) . 
The order of x y c modulo (y) is pk, so (x y c) fl (y) = ((xyc)pk). Therefore (x y c) P ' is 
a kernel if and only if (ypU) < ((x y c)pk). Now
( x y Y  =  x p\ y cy pk~'(ycY rk^  ■■■{yc)xyc
= xpkycz c{pk- l)ycz c(pk- 2). . .  y cz cyc
= x Pk yCpk z c{pk-l+pk~2 + --+l)
= yPl+Cpk+C(pk-l)pk + n/2
= yp,+cpk mod (yp"+').
It follows that if l > n, then no (x y c) is a kernel, and that if / = n then all relevant 
(x y c) are kernels. Suppose that l =  n, and let a = y~ l~cp and b = (xy^)~l . Since
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p\cpk 1, these elements generate P. Furthermore,
( ( xyT1/  = (te/T *)-1 = (i ' W 1 = ( y W 1 = (y -'-^ 'V ,
((xyc) ly k+m = 1 ? and
c \ - i \ y - l ~ cP((xycr ) ({xyc)y 1 ‘P ) 1
_  ( x y x d + cPk l) ~ l ~ cPk ' + c ) - l
_  (^X y d + P l)d+Cpk~l)-l-Cpk~l + C ^ - l
= (xy%yl+^ - ' Y ) - 1
= ( ( x y T l )1+pk ■
It follows that
P s ( a , 6 | a > ' =  W\ bpk+m' ‘ = 1, 6“ = 6I+P‘ ).
Replacing a by ab and 6 by bl+pl k if necessary, we may suppose that l >  k, and 
the presentation is of the required form with r = / , s = k, t = m — l and u — k.
We now turn our attention to NAut p(C)\-p/c • Let w = logp[P : C\. Clearly we 
may assume that C < P . First suppose that (6) is a kernel of the first kind in the 
above list. Then (r, s, t, u ) =  (fc, /, m — /, n) and we may assume that b = y . Since type 
(ii) kernels are larger than (y) and since C < P , the kernels equivalent to (y) under 
^A utP^) are also °f type (i) and hence of the form (xcpV uy) for some c such that 
pw I cpr~u and p \ (lT cp3*"“). Since the defining relations in the presentation (4.2) are 
satisfied when (a, 6) is both (x , y) and (a,xcpr “y) where a is given by (4.1), there
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is an automorphism a such that
3 .1 +C2 — (i+2-l+2-+-M  if p — 2 and u = t,
xa = < _ cpyot — x
£1+cp* u otherwise,
Since pw is the largest power of p to divide cpr~u for all relevant c, the largest power 
of p which divides cps~u for all relevant c is
p i s ~ u) max{iu—r+iz,0} _  ^ m a x {5 -r+ u ;,5 -tx } _ ^ m ax{ s - lo g p[C:(6)], s - u ,  0 }
Next suppose that (6) is of the second type. Then we may suppose that b = xpdy 
for some d such that 1 < d < k — n . In this case,
(r ,s, t ,u) = (n + djTijk + m — 2n — d, k — d)
and equivalent kernels to (b) in C are of the form (xcpdy) = ( x ^ ^ b )  = (ac'pdb) for 
some c! such that pw | c!pd . Then with a =  x 1+pF 3 *, it is easy to see that a *—y a1+c/, 
b i-> ac'ptb defines an automorphism in NAutp(C')- Since pw is the largest power of p 
dividing c'pd for all relevant o', the largest power of p which divides c' for all relevant 
c' is
^m& x{ui-d ,0} _  ^m ax{ a —logp[C:(6)], s —u, 0 }
Finally suppose that (b) is of the third type. Then we may suppose that b = x~l . 
In this case,
(r,s ,T ^) = (/,/c,m — /,/c),
and, since C < P , the kernels equivalent to (b) in C are of the form (acb) for some c 
such that pw I c. Since r > s, we have k = l = r = s . Then with a — y-1 , a a1+c,
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b i-> acb defines an automorphism in NAutp(C). Then the largest power of p which 
divides c for all relevant c is pw = ps~is~w) = pmax{s-iogp[C:(6)],s-u,o} _
We have shown that for any kernel (b1) equivalent to (b) in C , there is an 
a  £ NAut p{C) such that ba = b' and aa = a 1+e where the largest power of p dividing 
all such e is pmax{s- 1°sP[c':(6)]-s-'u>0}  ^ It is eaSy to see tha t NAutp(C) acts transitively 
on the set of subgroups equivalent to (6) in C . Therefore any element of NAutp(C) 
is of the form cry where 7 £ f^ Aut p((b))- By Lemma 1.1, 7 £ C \ ut p (P /C p (b ) ) . By 
Dedekind’s Law and Corollary 3.5,
Cp(6) =  q o>(6)(6) =  ( (P n (a ) ) {b )  =
and so (gC )7 =  (gC)l+3p3+t u for some j . Therefore (gC)a'y = (g C ) l+ipV where i £ Z 
and v = min{max{ s — log [C : (6)], s — u, 0 }, s +  t — u, logp[P : C]}. Of course, if 
v = 0, then the only restriction is th a t p \ 1 i and Nauc p(C )4p/c =  Aut (P /C ) . 
The statem ent about NAut p{C)ip /c  now follows. □
The second paragraph in Lemma 2.4 can now be generalised (see Definition 2.2 for a 
definition of C -standard).
L e m m a  4.6. Let p be any prime and P = ( x :y | x pk — yp\ ypm = 1, yx — y 1+pn ) 
with m  > n > 2, / > 2, A: +  n > m  and m  > / >  m — n . Suppose that C < P , 
[P ; C] — pw, and (x)(y) is a C-standard metacyclic factorisation of P . Then k > l, 
and l < n implies k — w < l . □
T h e o re m  4.7. Let P = ( x , y  | x 2* =  y 2\ y2™ = 1, yx = y~ l+2n ) with m > n > 2, 
k + n > m and m > l > m  — 1. Let C £ C( P ) .
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If k >  1 and l > l ,  then C(P) =  { (:r2* ly) } U { (a:2™, y) | 0 <  w < k }, all 
orbits in C(P) under Aut P are singletons except that (x2* Ly) ~  (y) when l =  m 
or n < m — l ,  and NAut p ( C ) f P/C consists of all (xC  (x C )r) with
r =  1 mod <
2 if n > m — 1,
2m_n_1 i fn  < m -  1, [P : C) <  2k, 2m \ (2k+n~l +  2'),
2m n otherwise.
If k — 1 and l >  1, then C(P) =  { P, (y) and
N A u tp (C f)4 'P /c  ~
If k > 1 and / =  1, £/*en
C(P) =  { (z) } U { (x2ty) \ 0 < t < k - l } U {  (x2W, y ) \ 0 < w < k } ,  
all orbits in C(P) under Aut P are singletons except that (x) ~  (a;y); and
^Aut p(C,)'lp/c =  A ut(P/C ).
If k =  l =  1, then the orbits in C(P) under Aut P are {P } and { (x), (xy), (y) }, 
and NAutP(C)ip/c =  1 •
Proof. Since P' =  (y 2) and since k > 1 in all cases considered, we always have 
P/P'  = (XP') x (yP') =  C2k x C2 with kernels (x )P'/P'  and the (x2ty ) P ' / P ' with 
0 < t <  k. By the Lemma 4.1, (x)P' is a kernel of P  if and only if (y2) <  (x), which 
is the case if and only if l =  1. Also by Lemma 4.1, (x2Cy)P'  is a kernel if and only if 
(y2) < (x2'y). The order of x2‘y modulo (y) is 2k~l , so (x2 y) H (y) =  ((x2 y)2 ).
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Figure 4.2: Subgroup lattices showing kernels in circles.
Thus (x 2ty ) P ' is a kernel if and only if (y2) <  ((x 2ty)2k ') .  We shall use that 
yx =  y~l mod (y4) . If t > 0, then
(xv y f -  = x2V ‘"
= y2‘+2‘"  mod (j/4),
and if t = 0 then
( x * y f -  =  ( x y f  
=  x 2‘
=  y2' mod (y4).
Therefore if A; > 1 and / > 1, then (x 2ty )P ' is a kernel if and only if t =  k — 1 or k. 
If k =  1 and / > 1, then (x 2ty )P ' is a kernel if and only if t =  1, in which case, 
(x 2ty ) P ' — ( y ) . If k > 1 and l — 1, then (x2ty)P '  is a kernel for all t such that
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0 < t  < k and t ^  k — 1. If A: — / — 1, then P = Qg with kernels (a:), (y) and (x y ).
Suppose that k > 1 and / > 1. It follows that
C ( f )  =  { {x2k~ly ) } u { (x2“1, y) | 0 <  u> < fc}.
Now (x 2 'y) fa (y) if and only if there an automorphism a  with y a  e  ( x lk~'y).  By 
Lemma 4.4 we may assume that a  £ NAutp((^>) and so x a  = x r for some odd r . 
By Lemma 4.3, we may also assume that ya = x 2k~l y . We have
/ 2k~ l \ 2 n ( 2k~ l \ 2 2 n_1 (* y) =  (x y)
_  ( X 2fcy 1 +  ( - 1 +  2 n ) 2fc 1 ) 2 n _ 1
(4.3) _  ^ ( 2 , +  l  +  l - 2 * + n - 1 ) 2 n - 1 by Lemma 3.3, since k +  2n — 2 >  m
_  y ( 2 ' + 2 ) 2 " ~ l since k + 2n — 2 > k + n > m
2n
=  y since l n — 1 >  ( 4- 1 > m
Since r  is odd, x* and x2k ly generate P and bv (4.3). (x2k ' v )2™ =  1. Further,
(zr)2k
It follows that (x 2k ly) ~  (y) if and only if there is an odd integer r  such that the 
first of the following statem ents is true. It is easy to see tha t, for any given r ,  each 
of these statem ents is equivalent to the next.
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( * 2 ‘ _ 1 y ) * r -  (x2k'+ r 1+2";
x 2 * - ' y ( - i + 2 * r
=  y _ 1 2
- 2 k ~ x r 2k~ 1 \ 2 n
* ( *  y )  ;
X 2 k y ( ~ W n Y =  X 2k~
1 - 1  - 2 * - +  2 * “
y 2 ; +  ( — l + 2 n ) r
=  y ~ { ~
l + 2 n )2^- 1  2n .
^ 2 i +  ( —l + 2 n ) r + (  —l + 2 n )2fc_1 — 2n
=  1;
^ 2 i +  ( - l + 2 n ) r +  l  +  2 fc+n- l - 2 n
=  i ;
,2k+ n ~  1+ 2 i +  (2n -  l ) ( ( 2 n — l ) r~ 1— 1)
=  l .
It follows that (y) ~  (x2k ly) if and only if l = m  or n < m  — 1; for when l = m  — 1 
and n > m  — 1, clearly no such r exists, and otherwise
(4.4) r  =
1 + 2
1
m  —n — 1 if n < m -  1 and 2m \ (2*+n“1 + 2*), 
otherwise
is a possible choice for r.  l f w ^ w , 0 < w < k  and 0 < w < k, then 
\{x2W,y)\ ^  \(x2W,y)\ and it follows that all orbits in C(P) under Aut P are sin­
gletons, except that (x 2k 1 y) rn (y) when l — m or n < m  — 1.
By Dedekind’s Law and Corollary 3.5,
C p(y)  =  C
= ( ( P n ( x ) ) { y )
(x2)(y) if m =
(x2™ n)(y) otherwise.
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When n > m — 1, this shows that (x xr, y y) e Aut P for all odd r and 
Lemma 1.1 shows that
Aut(P/C) — ( (C 'A i i t ( P / ( y ) ) { P / (C p  (y)))ip/C — ^ A u t p{{y))-lp/C — ^ A u t p ( C ) \ , p / c ,
and so NAut p(C)lp/c = Aut (P /C ). Henceforth suppose that n < m — 1. Note that 
C contains either (y) or (x2* 'y),  since these are the only kernels of P . Suppose 
that [P : C] < 2k . Then C contains both (y) and (x2* ly). Therefore by Lemma 4.4 
any a G NAutp(C) is in a coset of NAutp((y)) containing either the automorphism 
such that
.1 + 2 T
x I—> <
if 2m \ (2 k+n~1 + 2Z),
otherwise,
ofc —1
y * y
or 1. Then
f^Aut p ( C ) i p / C  —
{ ( iC ^ (x C )1+,r"') I i e z }  
{ ( x C ^ ( x C ) 1+l2m" n_1) I i e z )
if 2m \(2k+n~l +2 l), 
otherwise.
Finally, suppose that [P \ C ] —2k. Then
^Aut p (C,)4p/ c — ^Aut p{(y) ) ip/c
=  CAut(P/<y))(P/Cp(y»
=  {{xC ^  {xC)l^ 2Trx~n) I 2 G Z } .
The statement regarding NAut p{C)ip/C is therefore true.
If k = 1 and / > 1, then C(P) = {P, (xy), (y)} , and so [P : C] < 2 for any 
C G C(P). It follows that NAUtp(C )lp/c — A ut(P/C).
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If k > 1 and 1 = 1 , then n = m = 2 and the statem ent about C(P) follows. 
Further x x y , y y defines an automorphism of P ,  since xy  and y generate P , 
(x y )2k = y 2 and yxy = y ~ l+2n. If [P : C] > 2, then a kernel K  of minimal order con­
tained in C is of the form (y) or (x2ty) with l < t < k — 1. In the first case x i-> x r , 
y !->• y defines an autom orphism  for any odd r .  In the second case, with a = x l+2k ' 1 
and b = x 2ty , we see tha t P = ( a , 6 | a 2'+1 =  62, 62/c t+1 =  1, ba = 61+2^ _ t). 
Again a h-)• a r , b i-> b defines an automorphism for any odd r .  In any case, 
NAutp {K)1P/k  = A u t(P /K )  and hence NAut p { C ) iP/C = A u t(P /C ).
The statem ents regarding the case when k  =  / =  1 follow from the fact that in 
that case P = Q8. □
C orollary 4.8. Let G be a p-group. Then kernels of  G of the same order are equiv­
alent if  and only i f  G is not of the form
( x , y \ x 2k =  y2\  y2'+l =  1, yx =  y~l )
with k >  2, l >  2.
C h a p te r  5
F in ite  m etacy c lic  g ro u p s
We are now in a position to classify finite metacyclic groups. We begin with a 
Lemma which shows that one of Sim’s conditions defining a standard presentation 
was redundant.
Lem m a 5 . 1 . If a, £ and 6 are integers, £ is odd, gcd(a,£) = 1, 9a =  1 mod £ and 
/a = lcm{ <7 — 1 I q £ ) }, then 9ß = 1 mod £. □
Proof. Suppose q £ cu(£). Then q \ a because gcd(a, £) = 1. Therefore q \ ord^9 
since (ord^ 9) | a , and so q \ ord^ 9. Since | J(£9)|9/ = q — 1, (ord^ 9) \ (q — 1). But 
(q — 1) I [i, so 9ß = 1 mod £9 , and the result follows. □
The following observation made by Kovacs simplifies the classification in Theorem 5.3:
Lem m a 5 . 2 . If <j> : 0 (J(e ,£ )) —> T is the constant function Xfi —  e, A<f>" —  J{s), 
then T(4>, J(e,£)) = T(e, £).
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Proof. It is clear that T(</>, ./(£ ,()) T T ( e , Q .  Suppose tha t k G T(^>, «/(£,£)) and 
s is an integer such that ord  ^k,s — ord  ^k, = p , say. Then, since gcd(s, £CT(S)/) =  1, 
s +  sw(sy mod £ is an element, w say, of J(s) .  Moreover, since p \ e va(sy,
kw = k,s mod (.
Therefore k , s  mod (  —  k w  mod £ > «  mod £ ,  by the definition of T(£, J (e ), <j>). Thus 
« G T(£) and hence in T(e,£). □
In the following definition, is the map given in equation (1.1).
Definit ion 5.1. We define FI to be the set of 8-tuples of odd positive integers
(a,/?,7,£,e,C,0,/c)
such that the following eleven conditions hold:
(i) ß \ a ,
(ii) ß \ l i
(hi) &(e)  C tu(C)
(iv) ru(a7) fl ct(£) =  0,
(v) # 17,
(vi) 7 I ßS,
(vii) w( ß)  C gj(<£)
(viii) 0 G T(</>2, J ( a ,  £)) where (f)2 : 0 ( J (a ,£ ) )  -> T is given by
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\
where
A(u;,p) = min{max{ip(ß,p) -  ^(S,p),^(ß,p) -  ß(a,p) +
^(7,p) -  jp(S:p),ß(cj,p)}
and
Lp
J(u{p}) i f  Ku,p)  <  0 ,
<
( l + p A(w,p)) otherwise.
(ix) k  G T(e,Q.
(x) zu(S/ß) C ZÄj(ß(ord( 9)/a ) .
(xi) gcd(ö«: -  1,C) = I-
If m and n are natural numbers, the Chinese Remainder Theorem tells us that 
the smallest natural number c such that
c = n mod 2m, 
c = 1 + (5 I 7) mod 7 , 
c = t]9k, mod £
is
(5.1) c = (n7C(7C)2“" + (1 + (<S|7 ))2mC(2’nC);1 + r,9K2my(2my ) p )mod 2"*7C
We are now ready for the main theorem.
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T h e o re m  5 .3 . Each finite, metacyclic group has precisely one presentation of the 
form
( x , y \ x 2"a‘ = y2'K , yx = yc )
where (q , ß,  7, 6, e, £, 0, k) 6 H, c is given by (5.1), and one of the following five sets 
of conditions hold. In each of them 77 € J (2k, £)) where <f\ : 0 ( J ( 2  , £)) —» T
and (f>[ : 2^  2^.
(a) k >  / <  m ; / <  1; n =  1; 2 ^ ' /  =  J (2^); l = m  when 2k~l > ord^ 77.
(b) k =  1; fdere ean’sJ natural numbers s, t and u with u < 1 ,  t < 1, ut = 0 and 
u -f s > 0 such that l = s 1 + \ , m  = s + t + u + l and n =  — 1 +  2S+U+1; 2^ </>" =  1 .
(c) /c +  777>4; k >  1; m > 2 ;  l = 1; 77. =  1 H- 2m_1; 2 ^ "  =  J (2^ ); m  — 2 when 
2k~l >  ord^ 77.
(d) k > l > 2; / <  m ; n =  1 -f 2U with u >  m  — l ;
7(2«) t f v  =  0,
2 « #  = <
(1 +  2U) otherwise
with v = min{ max{ l — f , / — it }, 7n — u, £ }; / >  n when k > l + log2(ord^ 77).
(e) There exist natural numbers r, s, t ,  u , v and w with r > 2 , v < r ,  w < 1, 
su = tu = tv =  0, and w =  0 when v >  r  —1 swcd that k = r-\-s-\-t, l = r-\-s + u-{-v, 
m ^ r  +  s +  n-f-n +  it; and n =  — 1 +  2r+u;
7(2«)
2«0" =  { (1 + 25+v+u;—1)
z/ s +  r +  ia <  1,
i /s  + V + to > 1, 2« < 2r+s+' and 2*'+w { (2r+“- 1 + 2V),
(1 + 2s+t,+UJ) otherwise.
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By ‘precisely one presentation1 we mean that the param eters a ,  ß,  7,  e, ( ,  /,
m and c subject to the conditions described are invariants.
Proof Theorem 5.3. Let G be a finite metacyclic group and H N  the standard Hall- 
decomposition for a metacyclic factorisation G =  S K . Then H > S 2 K 2 = H2 and 
G = H2 H2'N  where H2'N  is a normal metacyclic subgroup of G of odd order. Let 
e = |Ar fl S \ , C — \N fl K I and q £ tu[N).  If K q = 1, then Sq>K is a normal Hall 
(/'-subgroup of G. This would imply tha t q w(N) .  Thus 07(e) C co(f). Note that 
Otu(//2,)(G!) ^  F7-2' • Since H y F K  is characteristic in K ,  it is a subgroup of Ow(tf2,)(G0 . 
Since it is a kernel of H2 ' , Lemma 2.3 shows that ff2' has an ;)(G) -standard
factorisation, X Y  say. Let a  =  [X : X  fl Y ) , ß  =  [Y : X  fl Y],  7 =  \Y\ and 
5 = [Y : H f ] . Then q , ß ,  7,  5, e, f  are odd positive integers. By Lemma 2.4 
of this thesis and Lemma 5.10 of [20], ß  | a ,  ß  | 7 , 6 | 7 ,  7 | ß5 and zu(ß) C w(5). 
By Lemma 2.4, for any p £ o7(ff2') , the Sylow p-subgroup of H2 1 has the following 
presentation:
( xT,y„I x ?  =  y p \  y; M =  1, =  ).
Let X =  n p6ro(H2,) and V = n p6D(H2,) yrP'Wr'h • A routine calculation shows that 
x a = yß , y7 =  1 and y* =  y1+(%). By the definition of if ,  07(07) fl 07(f) =  0. Let 
N n  5  =  (u) , and iV fl Ä" =  (v) and k be the smallest positive integer such that 
vu — vK. Then k £ J ( e , f ) .  Suppose tha t s £ J(e ) such tha t ks mod f  is minimal in 
J ( Q . Then if f  : 0 ( J (e , ()) —> T is the constant function =  £, A0" =  ./(e ) , then 
Lemma 5.2 shows tha t T(e, f) =  T(0, J (e , ()) which contains mod ( .  Replacing u 
by us , we may assume that k £ T (e ,f ) .  Let # be the smallest positive integer such
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that vx — v d. Then 9 G J(ot,Q  such that, by Lemma 2.4, uj(8/ß)  C Lu(ß(oid^O)/a) 
since the factorisation (xp)(yp) is QP(G )-standard for every p G vj(Hy) .  If G is 
nilpotent, then TV =  1 , and so f  =  1. Otherwise, there is a prime, q G vj(N) .  Since 
the Hall g'-subgroups are not normal in G, Sq> acts nontrivially on I \q. By 10.1.6 
in [17], Sq> must act nontrivially on Fli(Kq). It follows that gcd(#«; — l,g )  =  1 and, 
as in the nilpotent case, that gcd(#« — l , f )  =  1. By the definition of T(<^2, «/(a, C)), 
there is a 9i G T(<£2, «/(a, ()) such that 0\ =  O1 mod (  for some t G (ord^#)^ '. 
Then t =  E p6ra(c) ^p(ord< #)p'((°rdC ö)p')^,rdc s)Mmod (ordc with lp € Lr for all
p G w (H2'). By Theorem 4.5 and the definition of Lp, for each p G zd(H2>), there is 
an element of NAUtffp(®p(G)) which maps xp to x lp hp with hp G ®P(G). Forming 
the composite of the natural extensions of these automorphisms, we see that there is 
an element of NAut//2,(®2 '(G )) which maps x  =  YlpetJ(H2l) x p to Ü Pe^(H2,) x v h =  *tfl 
with h G Oi’iG).  Replacing x and y by their respective images under this composite, 
it follows that we may assume that 9 G T(<^2, J ( a ,  £)).
By Theorem 3.6, H2 has exactly one of the following kinds of presentation:
(i) ( a I a2r = 1 ) ,  with r > 0.
(ii) (a , 6 I a?r — b2 =  1, ba = 6) with r  >  1,
(iii) ( a, b | a2 = b2r = 1, ba = b~l ) with r >  2,
(iv) ( a, 6 I a 2 =  62r, 62r+1 =  1, ba =  6- 1 ) with r  >  1,
(v) ( a, 6 I a 2 =  62r+1 =  1, ba = bl+2r) with r > 2,
(vi) ( a, 6 I a 2 =  62r+1 =  1, ba =  6~1+2r) with r  >  2,
(vii) ( a, b I a 2r =  62*, 62"+' =  1, ba = 61+2U ) with r > s > u >  2 and u > t,
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(viii) (a,  b| a2r+’+‘ =  62"+<+"+\  62r+' +“+*+" =  1,6 ‘ =  6 -‘+2r+“ ) with r  > 2, 
v <  r , t ü<  1 , su =  =  0 , and if u > r — 1 , then w = 0 .
/ \ 2 is a kernel of H 2 and is in 0 2 (G), since it is characteristic in the normal 
subgroup K . Let (b') be of minimal order among the kernels of H2 that are contained 
in 0 2 (G). Define by 2  ^ == [H2 : 0 2 (G)]. Then ord^ 7 7  =  2G Exactly one of the 
following five cases may arise:
(a) H2 is of type (i) or (ii). It therefore has a presentation of the form
( a , b \  o?r =  b2° = 1, ba =  b)
with r > s and s < 1. Then either (b1) «  (a2t6s) with 0 < t < r — 1, or (F) «  1 
when s =  0, and so there is an a' in H2 such that
H2 = { a\ b' I a 2’*' = 6,2‘, ö'2""' = 1, 6'“' =  6' )
where r , s and t are natural numbers with r > s + t and s <  1. Then
H2 = ( o ' ,6' I a '2* = ft'2*, 6'2" = 1, 6,a' = )
where fc, / and m are natural numbers with k > l < m  and l <  1. Suppose that 
2k~l > ordC77. Since =  a~2k~la2'bl , (bl) is a smallest kernel of H2 which lies in 
0 2 (G). By the definition of b \  2l =  |6| =  |6'| =  2m , and so / =  m .  In this case, we 
have NAut//2(® 2(G ))|//2/o 2(G) — A ut(i72/0 2 (G )) .
(b) H2 is of type (iii), (iv) or (vi). By the cases k = 1 of Theorem 4.7, (b1) «  (6). 
It is easy to see that there is an a1 E i72 such that
H2 =  ( a ',  6' a'2= 6'2,+,+,,6'2'+,+"+, = i , r '  =  6'-1+2'+"+l
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for some natural numbers s , t and u such that u < 1, t < 1, tu = 0 and s + u ^  0. 
By Theorem 4.7, we have NAutH2( 0 2(G!) ) |H2/02(G) =  1.
(c) H2 is of type (v). By Lemma 3.7, we have
H2 = ( x , y  I x r = y 2: y4 = 1, yr =  y~l ).
Then (6') «  ( x2ty) with 0 < ^ < r  — 2 or (6') «  (y), and so there is an a' G H2 such 
tha t
H2 =  (a ' ,b ’ I a '2'+1 =  6'2, 6'2r_,+1 =  1, 6'“' =  6'1+2r"' )
with r  >  2 and 0 < t < r — 1. Then
H2 =  ( a \  b' I a'2" =  6'2, ft'2”1 =  1, b’a‘ =  6m )
with k + m  > 4, fc >  1, m  > 2 and n =  1 +  2m_1. Suppose th a t 2fc_l >  ord^rj. 
Since y = x~2k 1 x 2‘y , (y) is a smallest kernel of H2 which lies in 0 2 (G). By the 
definition of 6', 22 = \y\ = \b'\ =  2m, and so m  =  2. By Theorem 4.7, we have
NAut//2(^(^))i//2 /02(G ) =  A .ut(i/2/® 2(G)).
(d) H2 is of type (vii). Theorem 4.5 shows that there is an a1 G H2 such that
H2 = ( a \  6' I a’2' =  bl2\  6'2’+' =  1, 6'“' =  6,1+2” ) 
where r ,  s , t and u are natural numbers with r > s > 2, u > t .  Then
=  ( a’, b1 I a ,2‘ =  b,2\ 6'2™ = 1, 6'“' =  6'1+2" ) 
where k,  /, m  and n are natural numbers with k >  l > 2, l < m  and n > m  — l.
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Theorem 4.5 also shows that
NAut//2(®2(G0) I h 2/ 0 2(G) —
Aut(//2/®2 (G1)) if v =  0,
{6 I =  (a '0 2 (G ))1+ip , i 6  Z }  otherwise
where
v — min { max{ 5 — r +  f , s — u}, s +  t — u, £ } .
Lemma 4.6 shows tha t / > n when r >  / +  log2(ord^ 77).
(e) H2 is of type (viii). Irrespective of whether (67) =  (6) or (6') =  (a2r+*+t L6), 
we see that there is an a' E H2 such that
# 2
, , /  I ,2 r + 3 + t , / 2 r + 3 + u+ v , , 2 r+5+u+v + u' , , / a '  , / - l + 2 r+ua , 0 a = 0 , 0 =  I ,o  = 0
where r ,  5, t ,  u , u and zu are natural numbers with r > 2 , v < r , i u < l ,  
su = tu = tv = 0, and w = 0 when v > r — 1. By Theorem 4.7,
N Aut t f 2 ( ® 2  ( G f))4-/y2/Oa(C?)
consists of all (xC  1-» (x C )r ) with
r = 1 mod 2S+V+U'-1
i f s  +  u + u ; < l ,
if 5 +  v +  w >  1, ordc 77 < 2r+s+* and 2U+U; \ (2r+t~l +  2V), 
otherwise.
In the nth case,
H? = { a \b ' y = b ' 2\b i2m=i,b '°‘
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where k,  /, m  and n are specified in the nth type in the statem ent and
^Aut h2 (®2 (£ )H //2/o2(G)
consists of all (a 'O ^G ) i—> a'm02(G )) where m  E 2*</>" and (f>i is specified in the 
nth type in the statem ent for n =  (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e). By the definition of 
T((f>i, J ( 2k, C ) )  7 there is an rg E T(cf)i, J ( 2k, Q)  such tha t 771 =  7]m mod (  for some 
m. E 2£</>". By the above, there is an element of NAUtH2((Q)2(G)) which maps a' to 
ü E a /771©2(G). Then va =  va> = v7,771 =  vVl, and we see that replacing a' and b' by 
their images under this automorphism, we may suppose 77 E T(</>i, «/(2A, £)).
Further, x :=  a'Tu and y := £/a£/32mE>my2*e(2')7 c7 a(2 )c G satisfy the relations 
x 2kae _  y2lP( ? y277*7*’ =  1, and
_  ^aae/?-„iC2_m-r2fcC(2I)T1C-71t;a^ 2'ta(2i)f1|0c"1
— y n c te ß 2Tn (2m —(1 -f-(<5ty))2fce(2i) 1 1  l^ r \0n2k a {2 l )(.
= yc
where c is the smallest natural number such that
c = n mod 2m, 
c =  1 +  (5 17) mod 7, 
c = t]6k mod (.
As we saw before,
c -  (n7C(7O2-  + (1 + (^l7))2wC(2mC) ;1 + r/^ 2 - 7 (2m7)c- 1) mod 2m7f.
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Therefore G has a presentation as described.
We now show that the parameters are invariant. Suppose that G is of type (a) in 
the statement. That k, /, m and n are invariants of G follows from the fact that the 
smallest kernel of H2 contained in ©2(G) has index 2k in H2 and order 2m and that 
H2 is cyclic if and only if / = 0. If G is of type (b), then u and t are invariants since 
Theorem 3.6 shows that two 2-groups of different types out of (ii), (iv) and (vi) are 
not isomorphic, and consideration of the order of H2 shows that s is an invariant. 
Suppose that G is of type (c) in the statement. That k and m are invariants of G 
follows from the fact that the smallest kernel of H2 contained in Cb(G) has index 
2k in H2 and order 2m. Suppose that G is of type (iv) in the statement. Since 
2l = \H2\/ exp(i/2),  ^ is an invariant of G. Since 2k is the index of a smallest kernel 
of H2 contained in 0 2 (G), k is an invariant of G. Since \H2/H'2\ = 2k+n, u is an 
invariant of G. Finally, since \H2\ =  2k+m, m is also an invariant of G. If G is of 
type (e) in the statement, then Theorem 3.6 shows that r ,  s, t , n, v and w are 
invariant. It follows that k, /, m and n are invariants of G in each case.
We observe that ß = \H2>\/ exp(AT2') , and so ß is an invariant of G. For 
every p G zj(H2>), we define ep = exp(Hp/H'p), f p = \HP\/expO p(G) and 
gp =  p*,(/M+*d°rdcM . It follows that ep = max{a{p}, ot{py5{py/ß{py} and
f P = min{a{p},/?{p}(ordc 6>){p>}.
Let 7T* = {p e C7 (Hv ) I f P = 9p}- If f P = gP then a {p} > ß{P}{ordc 6{p}) and hence 
ß{v} > £{p}, so ep = Q{p}. Otherwise f p < gp and a {p} < /3{p}(ordc 9){p} and hence 
f P = a {p} • Therefore a  = U p€ir- ^  UpeMH^W fp is an invariant of Since
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cry =: | i / 2'|,  7 is an invariant, and since a5 =  \H2i/H 2, |, S is an invariant of G. We 
know from Theorem 5.7 in [20] that £ =  \S Pi iV| and (  = \K  fl N \,  are invariants. 
Suppose that G has a presentation with 9 replaced by 9i G T (0 2, J(a:, £)) • Then 
G has an element h G H2, where H2, = H2> via an ismorphism mapping h onto x . 
Since H2, = H2, for some g G (v ) we have h9^>(G) = xSlG2fiG) for some inte­
ger S i. Since the composite of the conjugation with the isomorphism is an element of 
f^ Aut h2,0 2' (G ), the integer si is in (ord^ 9)fi2. Moreover vdl = v h =  v h9 — vx~l — v 9*1 
and so =  9Sl. By the definition of T(f>2, «/(a, () ) , Si = 1, and so 9 is an invariant 
of G. Suppose tha t G has a presentation with k replaced by k,i G T ( ( , e ) .  Theo­
rem 2.2 shows that the conjugacy class of S  fl N  is independent of the factorisation. 
It follows that N  contains an element Ui such that v Ul = vKl and u\' =  us2 for 
some integer s2 and some v' G ( v ) . Then vKl = vUl = uui =  vu32 =  v K*2 and so 
/■Ci =  kS2 mod G  By Lemma 5.2, s2 = 1 and so k, is an invariant of G. A similar 
argument to that used for 9 shows tha t g is also an invariant, and consequently c is 
too. □
T heorem  5.4. Using the classification in Theorem 5.3,
a type (a) group is split if  and only if the following two conditions hold: (i) k = l 
or l =  m or T) = l , (ii) for every p G vj(H2>) either ord^9 = 1 and =  ß{py or 
ß{p} ~  7{p} or a {p} = ß{p} >
a type (b) group is split if and only if the following two conditions hold: (i) l = m ,  
(ii) for every p G cu(H2i) either ord^9 = 1 and £{py =  /?{p} or ß {py =  7{p} or
a {p} =  ß{p}>
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a type (c) group is split if  and only i f  the following two conditions hold: (i) k = 1
or 77 = l ,  (ii) for every p E cu(H2>) either ord^ 9 = 1  and 5{py = ß{py or ß ^  = 7 ^}
OX ®{p} /^ {p} ;
a type (d) group is split if  and only if  the following two conditions hold: (i) either
77 = 1 and l = n or k = l or l = m ,  (ii) for every p E ru(H2>) either ord^ 0 = 1 and
^{p} =  @{p} o r  @{p} =  7 { p} o r  Q{p} =  @{p] ’>
a type (e) group is split if  and only if the follo wing two conditions hold: (i) l = m ,
(ii) for every p E vj(H2>) either ordc 9 = 1 and 5{p} =  ß {p} or ß{py = 7{p} or 
a M  =  @{p}  •
Proof. Suppose G has split factorisation S K .  Then the subgroup H  in the 
corresponding Hall-decomposition H N  has a split factorisation X Y  such that 
Y  < 0 7r(//)(6?). Conversely, suppose that H = X Y  is a split factorisation of H  
such that Y  < O^/y^G). Then clearly X  < Nh ( K  HiV), Y  < Ch (N)  and by 
Lemma 5.6 in [20], S O N  < C N (H).  By Lemma 5.1 in [20], [ X U) { Y V )  is a meta­
cyclic factorisation of G, and clearly this is split. It follows that G is split if and 
only if H  has a split factorisation X Y  with Y  < O^/y^G), and this is the case if 
and only if Hp has a split factorisation (a)(b) with (6 ) < Op(G) for all p E uj(H).  
Suppose p E zu(H2>) . By the proof of Theorem 5.3 and Lemma 2.4,
Hp = ( x P, yP I x p[p} = yp{p}, yp[p} = 1 , ypp = y l + {p}) 
where (xp){yp) is Op(G)-standard, a {p} > ß{p} and ß{py < £{p> implies
a { p } / K {p} ^  @ { p } ‘
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If ß {p} =  7 {p}, then (xp)(yp) is a split factorisation with {yp) < OP(G). If oc{p} =  ß{py  
then {xpyp l ){yp) is a split factorisation and (yp) <  ©P(G). If ord^ 9 = 1 and
versely suppose tha t a{p} ^  ß {p>, /?{p} ■=/=■ 7 {p} and (a)(6) is a split factorisation with 
(6) <  ©P(G). Then m ax{|a |,|6 |}  =  exp Hp = «{?}l {P}/ß{P}- If M — exP Hp then 
|6j =  \HP\/ exp Hp -  ß{py  but (yp) is a kernel of Hp of minimal order 7 {p} > ß{py in 
©p(G). Thus |6| =  &{p}1{p}lß{P} and so 6 =  x pryp for some integers r  and s such 
that p \ r .  Therefore ©P(G) >  (xp, yp) =  Hp, and so ord^ # =  1, and ß{py = £{p} 
since (6) =  (xrpy sp) >  yp{p}. It follows that Hp has a split factorisation (a)(6) with 
(6) <  ©P(G) if and only if ß{p} =  7 {p}, a{p} =  ß{py, or ord^ 9 = 1 and 6{p} =  ß{py.
If G is of type (a), then H2 has a presentation of the form
where k,  l and m  are natural numbers with k > l < m  and /  < 1 , and (6') is a kernel 
of H2 of minimal order in 0 2 (G). If k = l or l = m , then H2 clearly has a split 
factorisation (a)(6) with (6) <  ©2(G). Also if 77 =  1, then (a'2 b' 1)(cl') is such 
a factorisation. Conversely, suppose A: ^  /, / 7  ^ m  and H2 has a split factorisation 
(a)(6) with (6) <  ©2(G). Then a similar argument to tha t used above shows that 
7 = 1 . Thus H2 has a split factorisation (a)(6) with (6) <  ©2(G) if and only if 
k = l , / =  m , or 7 =  1 .
If G is of type (b), then H2 has a presentation of the form
S { p }  =  ß { p )  t h e n  ( x
a {p}/P{p}p yp)(xp) is a split factorisation and (xp) <  ©P(G). Con-
H2 = ( a ',6 ' ,2 L/ 23+t+1 L/ 23+t+u+la = 0 , 0 =  1, r '  =  b1
/ - l + 2 3+u+1
)
for some natural numbers s , t and u such that a < 1, t <  1, tu — 0 and s +  u /  0
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and (6') a kernel of H2 of minimal order in 02(G ). Then (6') is the only kernel 
of H2. Moreover, H2 has a split factorisation (a)(6) with (6) <  02(G ) if and only 
if u =  0; for then it is dihedral or semidihedral, and when u — 1 it is generalised 
quaternion and therefore not split.
If G is of type (c), then H2 has a presentation of the form
H2 =  ( a ', y  I a '2* =  6'2, b,2m =  1, 6'°' =  b,n )
with k + m  > 4 , k > 1 , m  > 2 , n =  1 +  2m_1 and m  = 2 when 2fc_1 >  ord^7/. 
Then (6') is a kernel of #2 of minimal order in 02(G ). If k = 1, then m  > 3 and 
(a/6/_l+'i )(6') is a split factorisation with (6') <  Oh(G). If 77 =  1 and k /  1, then
(a/2 6)(a') is a split factorisation with (a') <  ©2(G). Conversely suppose that k ^  1
and (a)(6) is a split factorisation of H2 with (6) <  Oh(G). Then (6) > H '2 = (b2™ L) 
and so |6| =  exp H2 = 2k+l . Therefore (6) =  (a'6s) for some integer s, and so 
Oh(G) > (a', 6') =  H2 and 77 =  1. It follows that H2 has a split factorisation (a)(6) 
with (6) <  02(G ) if and only if k = 1 or 77 =  1.
If G is of type (d), then H2 has a presentation of the form
H2 = ( a ' , b ' \ a ' 2k = b '2\ fe'2" = l , 6 ,a' =  6'1+2" )
where k : /, m  and n are natural numbers with k > l >  2, l < m  and n > m — l , 
and (6') is a kernel of H2 of minimal order in ©2(G). A similar argument to that 
used for the case p G zj(H2i) above shows that H2 has a split factorisation (a)(6) 
with (6) <  02(G ) if and only if k =  /, / =  m , or 77 =  1 and l = n.
If G is of type (e), then H2 has a presentation of the form
if  2 =  ( a , 6 | a =  0 ,6  =  1, 0 =  0 /
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where r ,  5 , t ,  u , v and w are natural numbers with r > 2 , i > < r , i u < l ,  
su = tu = tv = 0, and w = 0 when v > r — 1, and (6') a kernel of H2 of minimal 
order in 0 2 (G). Moreover, it has a split factorisation (a)(6) with (6) <  0 2 (G) if and 
only if w =  0, tha t is l = m .  The theorem now follows. □
C h a p te r  6
T h e  G A P  p ro g ra m
The program below written in the GAP programming language computes the canon­
ical presentation afforded in Theorem 5.3 of the group
(6.1) ( x, yI =  y ^ ,  y^ 1, ) .
The the canonical presentation of an arbitrary finite metacyclic group can be com­
puted by twigging the first four lines accordingly. This program is available at the 
following URL:
http://wwwmaths.anu.edu.au/“hempel/index.htlm
k :=8*27*5;; #k:=1080 
1;=5*8*9*61;; #1:=21960 
m :=16*27*61;; #m:=26352
n :=ChineseRem([16,27,61],[3,10,40*34]);; #n:=22771
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g :=FreeGroup(2);;
g:=g/[g-l''k/g.2~l,g.2~g.l/g.2~n,g.2~m] ; ; 
g :=AgGroupFpGroup(g);; 
g :=RefinedAgSeries(g);; 
m:=Gcd(l*(n-l),n~k-l,m);; 
n :=RemInt(n,m);; 
a:=g.l;;
l k :=FactorsInt(k);;
b := g .generators[Length(lk)+l]~(1/Gcd(l,m));;
1:=Gcd(l,m);; 
o x :=k*m/l;;
I s :=FactorsInt(ox);;
11:=FactorsInt(1) ;; 
l m :=FactorsInt(m);;
P R :=function(n) #returns list of positive integers prime 
#to positive n. 
if n=l then 
return [] ; 
else
return PrimeResidues(n);
f i;
end; ;
6. The GAP program 61
p p s i : = f u n c t i o n ( n , p )  # r e t u r n s  n _ { \ { p \ } }  f o r  p o s i t i v e  n 
r e t u r n  P r o d u c t ( F i l t e r e d ( F a c t o r s I n t ( n ) , r - > r = p ) ) ; 
end;  ;
p : = 0 ; ; n p l : = 0 ; ;mp: = 0 ; ; x p : = 0 ; ; y p : = 0 ; ; n p : = 0 ; ; t h : = 0 ; ; o x p p : = 0 ; ; z := 0 ; ;  
s t a n d a r d i s e  : = f u n c t i o n ( )  # i f  yp~xp=yp' 'npl  w i th  
# n p l = \ p m l + d e l t a * n p , t h e n  xp,  yp,  n p l  and t h  w i l l  change 
#so t h a t  xp and yp s t i l l  g e n e r a t e  t h e  same group  b u t  np l= \pm l+np .  
l o c a l  d e l t a , d e l t a p ; 
i f  p=2 and n p l  mod 4=3 t h e n  
n p : = p p s i ( n p l + 1 , p ) ; 
d e l t a : = ( n p 1+1)/n p ;
d e l t a p : = d e l t a ~ ( 0 r d e r M o d ( d e l t a , m p ) - 1 ) ;  
n p l : = n p - l ; 
e l i f  n p l O l  t h e n  
n p : = p p s i ( n p l - 1 , p ) ; 
d e l t a : = ( n p 1 - 1 ) /n p ;
d e l t a p : = d e l t a ~ ( 0 r d e r M o d ( d e l t a , m p ) - l )  mod mp; 
n p l : = n p + l ;
f  i ;
i f  n p l O l  t h e n  
x p : = x p ~ d e l t a p ;
YP : =yp’' d e l t a p ;
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th:=th*n~(oxpp*(deltap-1)) mod z;
fi;
end; ;
inhpps:=function(p) #returns true iff g has a normal Hall p ’-subgroup.
return n~(ppsi(ox,p)) mod ppsi(m,p)=l; 
end; ;
ei:=function(u) #expresses agword u as list [i,j] where u=a~i*b~j. 
local ua,ub,lnk,lnm,eu,n; 
ua:=0; 
ub:=0;
Ink:=Length(lk); 
lnm:=Length(lm); 
evr. =ExponentsAgVlord(u) ; 
for n in [l..lnk] do
ua:=ua*lk[lnk-n+l]+eu[lnk-n+l]; 
od;
for n in [l..lnm] do
ub:=ub*lm[lnm-n+l]+eu[lnk+lnm-n+1]; 
od;
return [ua,ub]; 
end; ;
lspi:=Filtered(ls,r->inhpps(r));;
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spi:=Product(lspi);;
lmpi:=Filtered(lm,r->inhpps(r)) ; ;
z:=Product(Filtered(lm,r->not r in lmpi));;
e:=Product(Filtered(ls,r->not r in lspi));;
pi:=Set(Concatenation(lspi,lmpi));;
th: =Product(List(pi,p->n~(ox/ppsi(ox,p)))) mod z;;
ka:=n~spi mod z;;
xi:=OrderMod(th,z);;
u :=a~(Product(lspi)) ; ;
v :=b~(Product(lmpi));;
P: =0 ; ; 
lxp : = [];; 
lyp : = [];; 
lkp : = [];; 
lip: = [] ; ;
Imp : = [];; 
lnpl : = [];; 
lxip : = [] ; ; 
lambda:=0;; 
sj xp:=0;; 
xip:=0;; 
sjx:=PR(xi);;
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for p in pi do
oxpp:=ox/ppsi(ox,p); 
xp:=a'‘oxpp; 
mp:=ppsi(m,p); 
yp:=b~(m/mp); 
kp:=ppsi(k,p); 
lp:=ppsi(l,p);
lmpimp:=Product(Filtered(lmpi,r->not r=p)) ;
npl:=n~oxpp mod mp;
xip:=ppsi(xi,p);
sjxp:=PR(xip);
standardise();
if p=2 and (kp<=p or lp<=p) then 
if npl=l then 
if lp>kp then 
XP:=xp*yp;
lp:=kp;
YP:=YP~(l+lp/kp); 
fi;
if kp/xip>=lp then 
yp:=xp~(-kp/lp)*yp; 
kp:=kp*mp/lp;
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mp:=lp;
fi;
else
if kp>lp and kp>xip and np>lp then 
yp:=xp~(kp/p)*yp; 
kp:=kp*mp/lp/p; 
mp:=4; 
npl:=mp-l;
elif npl=mp/p-l and lpOmp then
XP :=xp*yp;
lp:=mp;
elif npl=mp/p+l and lpOmp and mp>=8 then 
xp:=xp*yp~(lp/p*(mp/4-l)); 
lp:=mp;
fi;
fi;
elif p=2 and npl mod 4=3 then 
if lpOmp then
if mp=np then
yp:=xp~(kp/p)*yp;
np:=mp/p;
npl:=np-l;
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fi;
if np<mp and kp*np=mp then 
xp:=xp*yp; 
lp:=mp;
fi;
if np<mp/p then
if xip<kp and mp in Divisorslnt(kp*np/p+lp) then 
lambda:=mp/np; 
else
lambda:=mp/np/p;
f i;
if lambdaOl then
sjxp:=Filtered(sjxp,r->r mod lambda=l);
f i; 
f i; 
f i;
else
if lp>kp then 
xp:=xp*yp; 
yP:=yP~(l+lp/kp); 
lp:=kp;
fi;
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if kp>=xip*lp and np>lp then 
yp:=xp~(-kp/lp)*yp; 
kp:=kp*np/lp; 
mp:=mp*lp/np; 
npl:=lp+l;
fi;
lambda:=Minimum(Maximum(lp/kp*xip,ip/np) ,mp/np,xip) ; 
if lambdaOl then
sjxp:=Filtered(sjxp,r->r mod lambda=l);
fi;
fi;
Add(lxp,xp);
Add(lyp,yp);
Add(lkp,kp);
Add(llp,lp);
Add(Imp,mp);
Add(lnpl,npl);
Add(lxip,xip); 
if xipOl then
sjx:=Filtered(sjx,t->t mod xip in sjxp);
f i;
od; ;
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ltt:=List(sjx,t->th~t mod z);; 
if ltt<>[] then 
th:=Minimum(ltt); 
t :=sjx [Position(ltt,th)]; 
for p in pi do
pp:=Position(pi,p); 
tp:=t mod lxipCpp]; 
if tp=0 then 
tp:=1;
f i;
tmp:=lxp [pp];
lxp [pp]:=lxp[pp]~tp;
if p=2 and (lkp[pp]<=p or llp[pp]<=p) then
iyp [pp]:=lyp [pp]~tp;
elif p=2 and lnpl[pp] mod 4=3 then 
pmmn:=lmp[pp]/(Inpl[pp]+l); 
if pmmnOl and tp mod pmmnOl then
lyp[pp] : = (tmp''Int(lkp[pp]/p))*lyp[pp] ;
fi;
else
pmmn:=lmp[pp]/(lnpl[pp]-1); 
if pmmnOl and tp mod pmmnOl then
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if lip[pp]> = lnpl [pp]-1 then
if p=2 and lip[pp]*(lnpl[pp]-1)=lmp[pp] then
t:=1+2“(lnpl[pp] -1)+2“(lkp[pp]-lip[pp]+lnpl [pp]-1); 
lypCpp]:=tmp“Int((tp-1)*lkp[pp]/lip[pp]* 
t“(OrderMod(t,p“(k+m-n))-1))*lyp Cpp];
else
lypCpp]:=tmp“Int((tp-1)*lkp[pp]/lip[pp])*lyp[pp]; 
fi;
else
lypCpp]:=tmp“(tp-1)*lyp[pp] ; 
f i; 
fi; 
f i;
od;
fi;
kpi:=Product(lkp);; 
lpi:=Product(lip);; 
le:=List(PR(e),s->ka“s mod z);; 
if le<>[] then 
ka:=Minimum(le); 
t:=PR(e)[Position(le,ka)];
else
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t:=l;
fi;
u : =u~t; ;
Add(lxp,u);
x :=Product(lxp);;
lkpp:=List(lkp,t->(kpi/t));;
llpp:=List(lip,t->(lpi/t));;
pwyp:=function(t) #returns power of element of lyp used to
#calculate y.
local pt;
pt:=Position(lyp,t); 
return t~(lkpp[pt]*e*
(llpp [pt]~(OrderMod(llpp[pt],Imp[pt] )-l)mod lmp[pt])* 
z~(OrderMod(z,Imp [pt])-l)mod lmp[pt]); 
end; ;
y :=Product(List(lyp,pwyp)) (kpi*lpi~(OrderMod(lpi,z)-1) ) ;; 
Add(lmp,z);
Add(lnpl,th*ka mod z); 
ei(x); 
ei(y); 
k :=kpi*e;
1:=lpi*z;
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m: = P ro d u c t( Im p ); 
n :=C hineseR em (lm p,lnp l) ;
The output from redirecting standard input to GAP from a file containing the above 
would look similar to the following:
gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> gap>
gap> #W AgGroupFpGroup: com posite  index , use ;R e f in ed A g S er ie s ' 
gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> > > > > > > >  gap> > > 
gap> gap> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > >  gap> > > 
gap> > > > > > > > > > > > > > >  gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> 
gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> 
gap> gap> gap> gap> gap> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > >  
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > >  
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> gap> gap> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > >
> > > > > > >  gap> gap> gap> gap> > > > > > gap> gap> gap> gap> gap>
gap> > > > > > gap> gap> gap>
gap> [ 1039, 0 ]
gap> [ 540, 22889 ]
gap> 1080
gap> 4392
gap> 26352
gap> 5923
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The last six lines show that with x = a 1039 and y = ao40622889, the canonical presen­
tation of the group given by (6.1) is
.1080
=  y
4392 „ 26352 = l , y x = y5923 ).
C h a p te r  7
In fin ite  m etacyclic  g roups
In this chapter, we classify infinite metacyclic groups. This is much simpler than the 
classification of their finite counterparts.
Recall that if m is a positive integer, then J{m)  denotes the group of reduced 
residues modulo m , and that n“1 is the inverse of n modulo m .
Theorem 7.1. A group is infinite and metacyclic if and only if it has one of the 
following presentations:
(i) ( x, y I yx = yn ) with n = ±1.
(ii) ( z, y I ym = 1, yx = yn ) with m a positive integer and n £ J(m ) and
n  <  n m ■
(iii) ( x ,yI z2fc = 1, yx = y-1 ) with k a positive integer.
Groups of different types or of the same type but with different parameters are not 
isomorphic.
Proof. Surely these presentations give infinite metacyclic groups so let (x)(y) be a
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metacyclic factorisation of an infinite group G while we prove the necessity of the 
first statement.
Suppose that both [G : (y)] and (y) are infinite. Then (x)C\(y) = 1 and yx = yn, 
with n = ±1 since yn must generate (y) . It follows that G has a presentation of the 
first type, realised by a semidirect product of two infinite cyclic groups.
Next suppose that [G : (y)] is infinite and that (y) is finite, of order m, say. 
Then yx = yn , for some n E J(m ). With x = x~l and y, we see that G also has a 
presentation ( x, y | ym = 1, yx = ynm ), and so we may assume that n < n“1 • Thus 
G has a presentation of the second type.
Next suppose that [G : (y)] is finite of order A;, say. Then (y) is infinite, and
so yx = yn with n = ±1. If n = 1, then G has a presentation of the second type
with n = 1, so suppose that n = — 1. Now for some integer /, x^ = yl E (G. If
k is odd, then y = yx = y(~l> =  y“1, a contradiction. Thus k = 2k for some
positive integer k. We have y21 = ylyl = ylxyl = y~lyl = 1, and so l = 0, since (y) is 
infinite. It follows that G has a presentation of the third type. The first statement 
now follows.
A group of the first type is abelian if and only if n =  1, and so n is an invari­
ant of such a group. Such a group is noncyclic and torsion free, a feature which 
distinguishes it from the other types. A group of the second type has precisely m 
torsion elements, and so m is an invariant. Suppose that G also has a presentation 
(a’,y I ym = 1, yx = yn } with n E J(m).  Then there is an automorphism a of G 
such that (ya)ra = (ya)n . We must have ya — yr for some integer r and xa = xsys
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with e = ±1 and s an integer. Then
yrn = ( y a f  = (ya)x° =
Therefore yn — yx£, showing that n = n or n“1. It follows that n is an invariant for 
type (ii) groups. A type (iii) group has infinitely many torsion elements (of the form 
xyf for t G Z), a feature which distinguishes it from type (ii) groups. In type (iii) 
groups we also have k as an invariant, since |(G| = |x2| = k. This proves the second
statement. □
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